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Bank of Benton

Kinney-Hiett Motors

Member F. D. I. C.

Your Friendly FORD Dealer

Benton Radio & Electric Service
200 E. 12th St., Benton

LA 7-5031

Seaford's Food Market
12 and Pine
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—FREE DELIVERY—

Miller-Johnson Co.

Clark's Radio & TV
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Benton Dairy Queen
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Kinney Appliance &

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn
Insurance Company

Furniture Co.

Morgan's Dept. Store
Shop and Save At

U-Tote-Em Food Center

and the

Ben Franklin Dime Store

In Benton
Give A TV for Christmas

Ben-Mar Gift Shop
114 E. 12th St. - "On The Square"
Gifts For All Occasions

Hutchens Bar-B-Q Drive-In

Benton Standard Station
TOMMY DOWDY, Prop.

North Main St.

-6 No. Poplar

LA 7-7488
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Join Our 1962 Christmas Club

Standard Oil Co.

Mercury — Comet — English Ford

Quality Cleaners
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Northside Salvage Yard
National Stores

New and Used Parts
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Hamilton-Gordon Barber
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e
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had the major lesson of the day,
"Pattern Placing-Cutting a Garment."
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Parker.

FREE CARNATIONS TO ADULTS

Mrs. Orville Easley
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Homemakers Club

FREE BALLOONS TO THE KIDDIES
FREE DOOR PRIZE
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Unbelievable Special Purchase makes this sensationa
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possible . . . Imagine, genuine Imported French Chant
in a
Laces now at TAth of regular price. 36" to 42" wide
Holivariety of patterns and intricate detailing. Ideal for
Aqua,
day Fashions. Choose from White, Black, Pink, Blue,
Green, Red, Beige and Turquoise.

* 100" Nylon Laces, Cotton Laces
* 36" to 42" Wide, Full Bolts,
* Timely Holiday Fashion Fabric

123 S. 5th St.

Paducah, Ky.
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state
FARM-CITY WEEK in Kentucky is set for lucky conintissioncr of conservation and
of the Kentucky observance. FurNov. 17-23 by proclamation of Gov. t.ert chair:
Intere
the
to
emphasiz
is
pose
the
week
docuofficial
the
Combs (right) who presents
ment to the group promoting the speeml oh- dep. - -re between farm and city dwellers.
labor,
servance. They are (from left) Briggs Law- Chic .1 professional organizations and
and farm groups all will join In
son, Shelbyville businessman, merchant and hula
national
and
oboe.
state
local,
at
the
week;
week
chairnutn of state activities for the
James Suter, Franklin County farmer retire- level,
senting farm people; and J. 0. Matliek, Ken-

Dear Mister Editor:
The fellers at the countr
store Saturday night was mak
Mg their customary expert observations on the human race
and, judging from their comments, they ain't much hope fe
It.
Ed Doolittle, fer instant, sai
he was reading in a magazine
article where they is 18 millio
fishermen in the United States
and the next day he saw wher
some column writer in a news
paper claimed they was 18 mil
lion chronic liars in this country
Ed claimed the two figgers corn
out perfect and was final proo
that all fishermen is liars.
And the sad part about it
allowed Ed, was that the numbe
of fishermen is increasing at
steady rate.

A pre-plant application of Big N provides
life-giving nitrogen in its most convenient, labor-saving forrn. It costs less, too,
and grows better crops. Be sore —With
Big N.

Judy Downing, Sh,i ry
Lisa Gregory and Ch'
chalk.
Others present \Vol,.
Louis Carr, Arlie Ham,
Turrell, Solon Smith Fl
Charles Got/
FHA
Marshall
The North
mother, and no
Chapter held its formal initia- adviser.
members
Eight
recently.
tion
sated as guides to escort the new
Mr. and Mr,
members to their seats at a large
table. Each guide repeated one Hardin Route :
in Benton Sate
of the FHA purposes.
Nominated for FHA Beau were
n.
William Wilson. Tony Dunnir_m
Billy Driskill and Charles Jones.
William Wilson was elected
Plans were made for the annual Christmas party Ilgc. 21 at
7 p.m. at the school. -j
were
Members present
Margaret Barefield, Chariotti
Burkeen, Shirley Burkeen.
Shirely Canup, Wanda Carr.
Sandra Colson. Carolyn Coln,
Pat Culp, Evelyn Draffen. SharHam Dianne
rie Elliott, Frances
Heath.
Linda Housman, Sherry Lamb.
Meredith Lee, euzet te Pritchar I.
Glenda Pugh, Jean Scillion,
Charlotte Smith, Marie Thoma
Libby Turrell, Nickie Vasseur,
Marilyn Wyat' Dianne White,

Formal Initiation
Held By FHA At
North Marshall

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Gatlin and
Mrs. Jim Frank Brown, of Rt.
Mr. and Mrs. Derrill King and
of Louisville, spent the
family
SatBenton
in
children are spending Thanks- 1, was a shopper
d in Benton with his
week-en
Walter
that
giving in McKenzie, Tenn., with urday. She reported
a night mother.
spent
e,
Louisvill
of
Fields,
friends.
relatives and

gits a set of figgers ,hout once a
month from the Agriculture Department showinr, the farmer is
doing fine but they don't jibe
with his bank bOok.
Clem said, in case the fellers
hadn't noted it. they is a difference between figgers and
facts. Fer instant, he explained.
when you look at a lady with al
girdle on, youre looking at the
figger, but without the girdle
fact.
Zeke Crubb said it was just you're looking at the
That Clem is a card, Mister
plain hard to get the truth out
of anybody that had ever been Editor.
close to a fishing pole. He said
he wouldn't be surprised if a
fish didn't go home and tell a
lie about the size of the bait he
Mrs. Paul Turner of Rt. 5, was
stole.
dismissed Thursday of last week
Bug Hookum, who looks at from Lourdes Hospital.
things a little on the dark side,
was lamenting that personal liberty was disappearing in this
country. He claimed if we didn't
git some of these lawyers out of
Benton, Kentucky
the legislature and the Congress,
we'd soon have to git permission
from the Attorney General to FRI. - SAT.
NOV. 24-25
open a bureau drawer.
—DOUBLE FEATURE—
as
agreed
fellers
the
of
Most
how lawyers has managed to git
so many laws on the book that
and ever po
100's and 100's of pairs of Worsteds
there can't be such a thing no
in solid.. di
colors
fall
latest
more as a "law abiding citizen."
1 Flannels. All in the
PLUS
shorts arid h
In the main, Mister Editor, I
stripes. Pleated or Ivy styles in regulars.
think Bug and the fellers is
about right I Ma% as big a joykiller as Bug but I ain't never
been a feller to look up the
chimney fer Santa Claus either. SUN.-MON.-TUES. NOV. 26-27-28
Back in the old days a new Lana Turner-Efrem Zimbalist Jr.
state or federal law was passed
—IN—
only after many months of
thought, prayer, and deliberation.
Per instance, I can recollect
when I was a boy they was discussing a fence law fer cattle.
One legislater got up and argued WED.-THURS.
NOV. 29-30
again it, said he didn't want no
—DOUBLE FEATURE—
fence law on account of when a
pore man stole a nig he didn't
want to make him lift it over no
fence.
In the old days, human weakPLUS
nesses was took into consideration. It also proves, I reckon,
that the pore man voted pritty
regular in them days.
Clem Webster told the fellers
he was having a heap of trouble
this year separating the figgers
from the facts. He claims he
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It's amazing how little sums you never
miss can add up to a big check with which
to do your gift shopping . .. the Christmas
Club way! For more holiday joy with less
effort, why not join our 1962 Christmas
Club now.
You can set your own goal! Save as
much or as little as you like each week
Get all the cash you need for Christmas
shopping at the very time you need It most!
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WORLD OF
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Teamwork Will Get Things Done, and We All Want
to Accomplish Something for Marshall County. Cooperation Between City Dweller and Farmer Will Help
Do This.Let's All Pull Together for a Greater Marshall
County.
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To The Editor:
The undenial fact is ever present that we are living in a world
that is threatened with execution. Why does God permit war?
Why does He permit cruelty. in-

2.1-21; I Tin,
1.3-14.
'rev"; 5:744

FARM- rill'
WEEK

Crewing
Nosember 26, 1961

pairs of Worsteds and ever Peak
le the latest fall colors in solids, dads
Iliv styles in regulars, shorts and he.
's
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justice, starvation, sickness and
death? Admittedly these are
questions difficult to explain,
and have plagued men for thousands of years. But let us approach them with humility, realizing the limited capacity of our
intellects, and we may at least
partially understand.

"grow"is used three
the New Testament
nd Each time it is
written to "grown"
do not grow taller
all your life. You
growing more intelln:ent with advan,:ing years.
Ilut you can grow
in knowledge, you
can grow in wisdom, and you can
grow as a person,
as long as you
live. And if you
take the Bible as
God's message to
you, you will feel
t you can, but that
grow. If you are not
are neglecting someants you to do.
•the Gilt ..."
translated in the 1611
fir up" the gift, has
do with anything
a spoon. The Greek
to stir to a flame, to
more recent transtly express it. The
(Paul means in gew
of being a Christian,
the gift of being a
(sister) in Timothy
k. glowing but with. Paul wants to sea
'ng brightly, sender than it was doing
God sends to those
is indeed a gift. It
e can create or imiChristian is expected
than merely receive
ible so to neglect the
.at in time we might
cover have had it.
• ! of law of co-op, men and God;
d at our peril. God
ark. vie have to stir
e. Nu one else, not
sill do that for us.
mg automatic, notheous, about Christian
lopment. We have to
e, to tend the fire. Ii
than wishing!

Is NOV. 11-23
Let's all work for better farm and

Teamwork will get things done,
and we all want to accomplish something for Marshall County. Co-operation between city dweller and farmer
will help do this. Let's all pull together
for a better Marshall County.

lion, the stronger lives only
A child of two years may not God. Our faith in the capacity the
by killing the weaker. Even the
understand why its mother de- of our present intellects is ab, herbiverous animal, the vegetanies it peanuts, candy or coffee, surd, more absurd than mon'
daily treads underfoot miwhy it is put to bed when tbere faith in the most primitive of rian,
nute life in myriad forms, with
are many interesting things go- snperstition. We are no differcomplete indifference.
ing on . . . why, occasionally, it ent than. the child attempting
Wars are permitted which kill
is denied food for a day. It may to pass judgment upon the acts
humans by the millions, other
of
its mother.
even, in rare instances, have a
crippled for life.
If we wish to know the motives millions cruelly
dread of going to sleep, and fear
Children are orphaned, starved,
that sleep is the end of all. But which impel John Jones to act
and Mils are
women
astray,
rest
the mother with much more ex- as he dews, we must look at
ravishled. starved and thrown
perience, knows that the denial thinv, throuoh his eyes, then we
into a life of crime or vier, livof some things to eat prevent may better .understand why he
ing in utter degradation and
stomach :pains the nex3, day, acts thus' and so. Similarly with
pain before a welcome death Inthat tomorrow will be happier 00(1. to tirderstand. even partervenes.
because the child goes to bed tially WS motives we must atAny one can multiply a thousearly*, that the fasting for a day tempt to'look at things threeeh
that
will prevent dire consequences! GoeI'cI`VO'S. Then we find that andfold these evidences
little following upon eating unsuitable! wh*-*t. TrtiWyt Ottr viewpoint. op- God acts as if daeth is of
nears evil. Is "good from His view-1 importance in the Eternal plan.
food.
enrtoinly, if one lifetime is all
To the child. nevertheless, thel poin t.
death is really the
mother may for the day seem I it
nrsi,i to see how God acts.' we have, if
no justice,
ersiel and unjust. unreasonable. so file as death is concerned. earl of living, there is
no beauty ...
and even evil. It looks upon the I He sets as if death is of no On- no love, no mercy,
the Eterin
any sense
present day as all-important, as I portance
whatever. Whether not even
only one life time.
older people look upon the pres- I dealih comes early or late it nal Plan. If
hopelessly
ent life as all-important. It sim- i seems likewise of no importance what of the child
or diseased
ply does not understand that ot Him. An. earthquake or it crippled defective
juslifetime,
In one
perhaps it has the wisest and hufricane strikes down young from birth?
seems not to prebest mother imaginable, whose and old alike, the good, the had tice certainly
ever tact is inspired lw a bound- and indifferent. What purpose vail!
AL G. BOURASSA.
less love for the disappointed can possibly be served when an
child.
infant dies? Yet millions die
Mr. and Mrs. Chessie C. Nichl
Mankind's difficulty in under- yearly of natural causes, as well
ols of Route 6 were shoppers in
standing God is even greater as through accident and war.
Benton Tuesday.
than the child's difficulty in undaily
Carnivrrous animals
derstanding its mother. Most murder other animals, were so
Buster Farley, of Detroit, spent
-olds
Benton with
people are but two-year
created that they could not live the week-end in
which
adults
the
compared to
otherwise. From the microbe to friends.
they some day will be. when they
better understand the ways of

Shrinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

Helping to Build Marshall County Since 1884

A fes• dros• of
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,
1,11.4 from tormenting P.M
ins
1.)IITGR0 toughens the skin underneath the
nail, allows the nail to Ise cut and thus pre
vent,further pain and discomfort. OUTGRI,
is available at all drug countera.

Our reputation for precision and integrity has been earned
by a conscientious effort to do only the finest of work.
Vi'e will glad!, examine
cost of repairs.

sour

watch and estimate

You will find our prices to be in keeping with the

time and

material required and .

Cheapest in the Long Run

Marshall County's
Oldest Insurance Agency
COMPLETE INSURANCE
SERVICE
Phone LA 7-4531
Kentucky
Benton

For the first time science has asa new healing substance with the
hemortonishing ability to shrink without
rhoids and to relieve pain - while
surgery. In ease after case, reducgently relieving pain, actual Most
tion' (shrinkage) took place. thoramazing of all - results were no
ough that sufferers made astonishing
to
statements like "Piles have ceasednew
secret is a
be a problem!" The:
s(13io-DyneS)-di
healing substance
research
covery of a world-famous
institute. This substance is now availform
able in suppository or ointment
called Preparation 115. At all drug
counters.

Iramediz:a
Raiief I
otrrcitoe bring blesse4

Ile lifatikg rout44.
200 E. 11, Benton

PEEL &1101.1 LAND

Stops Itch—Relieves Pain
found

:1 INGROWN elitifi
HURTING YOU?

LETTERPRESS - OFFSET
COMMERCIAL AND
COLOR PRINTING
Design & Copy Service
Dial I.Akeside 7-3931
WEDDING AND BUSINESS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Fashions

The

BROOKS
Shoppe
119
.
One 8x10 $1.98 Each Additional Same Pose
.98
Two 5x7 1.98 Each Additional Same Pose
$2.98
For
Six 3!4:5 $1.98 Or 12
10c Mailing Charge and 3 Per Cent Ky, Sales Tax
good grade
Copies made from any size photo or negative on
double weight portrait paper.

1

SMITH'S STUDIO
119 S. 3rd St.

Paducah, Ky.

Dial 443-3991

West Broadway

SCRAP WANTED
We pay the highest prices for Iron- Metal, Rags.
Batteries and Hides. Conveniently located at
3400 Park Ave., Paducah, Ky.
Dial 5-9963

s this fire, this spirit
God? Some claim le
have never known it.
for it. but would not
e answer to their
us pass by as argucommentators car
over Paul's meaning
he speaks of the spirit
S. does he mean the
or does he mean the
e Psalmist did who
- a right spirit within
in short, the Spirit of
Spirit of man which
mind at this point?
Paul may be speakHoly Spirit or of the
." hat the first prosal. :.ou cannot have
without the first.
If the genuine Spirit
gives at this point are
'St hi iv why he said
that this spirit is NOT
; perhaps Timothy
still a timid man. At
e Spirit-gift of God
wee and love, and
Are any of these
en it is not God's
To. be Slav, all men
g of power, love
11-01; but at the di.
they go beyond anytongs can do by

Johnson Iron-Metal Division
We sell wire fence in any cut length.
We have sold Acme Paint for 50 years.
We have over 10,000 items in hardware & tools.
We have a complete Kitchenshop with Gifts and
Small Electrical Appliances.
Merchant
If You Can't Find It At Your Local
We Invite Your Patronage,

Choose from the world's most complete line
of chain saws for every woodcutting need

Highest Trade-ins
Easy Terms
• Weatherproofed ignition
for fast starts
• Fingertip controls
for easy handling
• Aidposition carburetor

r
i
t
tz
,1fa
41
0,001,
212

In Paducah
Visit Our Smithland Store
The Livingston County Hardware Company

Broady.ay

KINNEY - HIETT MOTORS
BENTON, K I.

SOUTH MAIN ST.

When You Think of Gas Installation
— REMEMBER —

We Handle A Complete Line Of

• Gas Space Heaters
• Gas Furnaces
• Gas Cook Stoves
Heaters
Water
• Gas
Plumbing, Heating and Industrial Piping Contracttors.
Our Products
We Sell, Install, Service and Guarantee

• Plus other top
McCulloch features

YOU CAN DEPEND ON
"Where It Costs You Less in the Long Ran"

sr By
another important fact
spirit-gift. It is this:
. ve us from the fecesing and working.
again the New Testa.
s it clear that what
for each of us is to
e likeness of the Massin, this is far from
A Christian eannot re
to himself, "God will
what He wants me to
alt and see how I turn
en I'll know." By no
,gives Timothy some
the gift ...
ashamed of testifying
• .. God has called Us
ted lie . take your
tering .. • Follow
Guard the truth."the
stian life calls for
IS a world filled with
tilems, and we cannot
lust by being sweet
Christians need some
me model, to go by.
human teacher he eac
' f trust. The Christian
-lsY. Twice on the
Paul has to tell Time his share of suffer'
ay of life is sure, but
P and unpaved—and
no detours!
sollIbe• copyrighted

by

aneell %VW:fleas
:i
"
Vs
'

;L
F

' Le )R."" by.
Ber

ley Dowdy has
Detroit where sl
tives and friends

kaee
#11Ilemfizil
Free Sheltered Parking
Glamorous bedrooms
Delightful Restaurantts
Year-Round Pool.
All within easy
strolling distance
Central Shopping
District and Theatre
you save your money by the
"Talking about bargains, if
the
at 4th and Broadway, it earns
tenth at Home Federal
month."
from the first of the
4% current dividend

BUDGET-WISE
TRAVELERS ati904-12t------=5- THE CLARKSTON!
Budget your travel like
all your other needs!
This attractive, friendly
Hotel offers you every
guest comfort at the
minimum in cost. Spacious, cornf or s a Die
rooms, well furnished
y ty.
clonet
outrotecoiutsy as vice
ocne

Single Room
Double Room
Twin Bed Room

from $2.50
from $ 00

from $5.00

NASHVILLE, TENN.
•JEFFERSON (AVIS
Amiga, AI,
•LINCOLN.
Fermin, W.
- FNGUSII
Indianapolis, fr4
ledkineachi, 04. -000K
Monreesbare, Tom.. JAMES K.PM
Ignewill, TIM, •CLARKSTON
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Mrs. John Goheen
Hostess To Calvert
Homemakers Club

23, 1961

Miss Bertha Riley
Is Honored At A
Household Shower

1st Baptist Circle
Meets At Home Of
Faug:in, Mrs. Lula Wallace

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
students at U. of K. Lexington,
Members of the Calvert City Ky., are visiting ,his parentr3,
Members of Circle No. 1 of the
Homemakers Club met Monday Mr. and Mrs. Otho Fauglin and Benton First Baptist Church met
in the home of Mrs. John her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Monday night, Nov. 20, in the
Goheen. Mrs. Naith King was Shemwell at Wingo.
home of Mrs. Lula Wallace.
co-hostess.
A short business session is
.,4iras
the past two weeks.
Mrs. W. B. Elam conducted the
conducted by the president, rs.
Mrs. Lillie Jones. Julian and Jamie Morgan.
business meeting. Christmas din"Hands Across the Sea" a
ner club party will be Dec. 18 in Kenneth Jones, Mrs. Joe Jones
the home of Mrs. Leon Smith. and son, Douglas Jones left book report, was given by MeiMembers will exchange gifts.
Wednesday, 'Nov. 22 for Ft. dames Anna Brandon, Reba
The lesson on placing and cut- Stewart, Ga., to visit Joe Jones. Powell, Della Eley, Jamie Morting patterns was given by Mrs. Mrs. Joe Jones and son 'will gan, and Miss Georgia Brandon.
Delicious refreshments Were
John Goheen and Mrs. John reside with their husband and
served.
father in Georgia.
Clyde Lindsey.
Others attending were Mesattending
were
MesThose
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Aymett dames Beulah Jones, Thdmas
dames Athel Story. Claude Dees,
daughter, of
Memphis, Mobley, Annie Nelson, Nina
Charles Allen, Maud Barnes, W. and
B. Elam, John O'Daniel, Paul Tenn., visited her parents, Mr. Thompson, J. R. Brandon, Janie
Downing.
Huitt, H. H. Kukkecke, John and Mrs. James Goodman.
Lindsey, and Paul Owen; Kathy
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hinea, of
Huitt and Amith Smith.
FOR SALE
Calvert City have as their
Typewriter ribbons of all kinds Thanksgiving holiday guests
GIRL SCOUTS HOLD AN
at The MarshaIrCourier office. their children, Bob Hines, stuINVESTITURE SERVICE
Also staples and stapling ma- dent at Itawamba College at
rtsc Fulton. Miss., and Miss Judy
On Nov. 13, Girl Scouts of chines.
Hines a student at Memphis
Troop 89 were invested. The four
new Scouts—Karen Chambers, Selwitz, Karen Chambers, Beth State.
Ellen Collie, Laura Craynon, and King, Marilyn Cassity, Laura
Phyliss McClain—received pins. Craynon, Wanda Ross, Phyliss
'Refreshments were served af- McClain, Mrs. Ruth Spurlock,
Of cardboard paper at The
ter the investiture.
and Mrs. Maxine Mathis, leader. Marshall Courier office in BenThose present were Ellen Col- The mothers of the girls were ton. Also large and small manila
lie. Charlotte Brien, Rebecca present, too.
brown envelopes.

Future.. •
Keep Htedom In Your
With It:SAVINGS BONDS!
LOCHCAl-avswror

SIMPLE
tr'HE
70-"INNAT C;NV 100Fat MY

BE A
COUN7AY? -/S
0000 crr ZEN,AND SOY
S.SAViNGS BONDS.
ITS/EN YOU.S17
SAVINGS BONDS
lOu HAVE MACEA
aRps
COMTRIB017ON 7big
WINNING 7HE COLD WARYOURSELF
AND HELPED
70 A SHARE OF

TELL-TALE MACHINE...

ALL PARTS OF YOU THAT AORK AUTOMATICALLY-.
'CUR HEARTBEAT, BREATHING RATE,BLCOO
PRESSURE,BODY TEMPERATURE-FOR EXAMPLECEE
NOW BE REGISTERED AS'NE SAME INSTIMIT AND
SHOWN ON ONE HUGE CONTROL PANEL.

Miss Bertha Riley, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lake Riley, and
bride-elect of Wayne Harrell,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Harrell, of Calvert City, was recently honored with a household
shower in the home of his parents.
Hostesses were Mesdames
Joyce Walker, Bobbie Travis, and
Alveta Warren.
Game winners were Mrs. Lex
Riley, Mrs. Earline Atnip, and
Mrs. George Lamb.
Wayne Harrell was present
and assisted his bride-to-be in
opening the gifts.
Refreshments were served to
65 guests.

MRS. NANSEY BURIED
AT UNITY CEMETERY

eb::erBaptist

Burial rites were held at Unity
Cemetery in this county Monday afternoon for Mrs. Vera M.
Nanney, 61, wife of Bryan Nanney, of Murray. The funeral was
held at Murray.
Besides her husband, she is
survived by two daughters, Mrs.
Clarence Hicks, of Murray Rt. 3,
and Mrs. Uuther Washburn, of
Chicago; a son, James Nanney,
of Benton Rt. 1; a brother, Rudy
Nelson, of Hardin Rt. 1, and
seven grandchildren.
MRS. HELTON IS BURIED
IN FOOKSI CEMETERY

—

Burial rites were held at Fooks
Cemetery Wednesday afternoon
for Herman Helton, a resident
of Oaks Road in McCracken
County. Filbeck-Cann had charge
of the burial arrangements.
Mr. Helton, a member of the

is

°s
resident
of this
ofvhlivein
survivebyhwrtrfoursoh
tY.Thedeceased
stersandf:rb
GRAVES corNTy
IS HELD FOR
DE
Funeral services
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Pisgah Baptist Ch
County for T. Is
of Hickory Bt. 2. Is
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Be' is survived h
tern, Mrs. Velta Cr
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CHILDREN AGAINST FIRE!
DURING FIRE PREVENnON WEEK
(00.8-14) MORE THAN 4000„000
Amnon FINE MAASNAtit Au.OWE
THE US.WILL BE BUSY MTH FIRSPREVENTION ACTIVITIES YMICH
INCUR* CHECKING THEIR
OWN HOMES RJR FIRE HAZARDS%

k
fOR RELIGIOUS
s selected Notes for Pio,
•

1 Lesson Annual for I

ol Gold.
Dictionaries
,
COMPLETE LINE 01 111
s BOOKS FOR Y(ii t,

or

MOREHEAli B
MAY HIM hi
"HOMESWEET HOME"

„SHOULD BEEVEN MORE POPULAR
.45A REFRAIN IN 2000A.C?...

YE7; WHAT A SAO
COMMENTARY
IT WOULD BE IF
THE TANTALIZING
ASPECT OF5F•ACE
!III ft, TRAVEL. MADE L/5 N
OVERLOOK OUR HOME
, 1...- ril CHORES-.. 41, It
(illh,

Sral,

3/5 OF 77/E
EARTH'S
AREA IS
COVERED/3Y
E577MATED
320 MILL/ON
CuBICMILES
OF SEA
WATER.

77IE YEAR 2000A.O. OUR PRESENTSOURCE
OF FRESH WATER CAN BE EXHAUSTED
UNDER CONT7NLIE0 EXTENSIVE USE.

THE U.S. GOVERNMENT AMP PRIVATE /NOUSTRY ARE
GIVING 70PPRIORITY 70 THEPRESSING
SEED OP CONVERTING SALT ANC
,BRACK/5H WATER INTO FRESH... 77/ERE ARE
PRESENTLY TWO BASIC WAYS TO Po
/T. BY 171577LIA7/ON THROUGH HEAT OR
FREEZING, OR BY REMOVING SALT BY
ELECTROPIALY575

-at

-:- A Complete - Quality Food Market -:and we give United Trading Stamps

ONE OF 7715 LEADYNG COMPANIE-5 CONOUC77NG
EXTENSIVE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT /4/80771 0/577LLATION AND ELECTROPIALYSIS METHODS OF CONVERTING
SEA WATER IS AmER/CAN ACH/NE 5 FOuNPRY CO.(AMP)
NOW OFFERING A CCHKE4TER FOR BOATS, HOTELS,STD,
WNAT PRSFIT POIC MAN IS 771Ei/NIVEA'SE WITHOUT FRESH

//-/
WA7ERF

12th and Pine

Phone LA 7-2611

I r, 0t It

AktifelWo/

HEADACHE

For relief of headache, neuralgia and
neuritis pains, take STANBACK'S combination of medically-proven ingredients compounded specifically to speed
up pain-relieving action. Many doctors'
recommend the ingredients in STAN.
BACK. Get genuine STANBACK Powden or Tablets - unconditionally guaranteed to relieve pain fast.
51100 &a( ..A4
Test
STANBACK
against any
preparation
you've ever
used

TO ALL OUR GOOD CUSTOMERS AND FRIENDS
WHO MADE THIS EXPANSION POSSIBLE
BEST WINTER GOODS BUY
AT COUNTRY BOY STORES
JACKETS
Flannel lined .... 84.95
Tanker
$6.95
Hooded Parka..$14.95
Used Field
$2.95

SHIRTS

PANTS

Army Twill Khaki 82.69 8.5-oz. Khaki .
Air Force Wool..$3.95 Fatigue
Flannel
$2 59 Wool O.D.
Used Cotton
75c Hunting

BLANKETS
$3.49
100% WOOL $6.95
407 WOOL
BUNK BEDS Steelor $17.50 SINGLE BEDS 7.95
Hobnail Design

Best Mud

mat

RUBBER DOOR MATS 79cCOCO DOOR MATS $1.49
SOCKS
SHOES
CAPS
Cotton Work 4 pr. $1.00 Work.. $5.95 & $6.95
Wool Cushion ... 69c Paratroop . . . $10.00
Boot
59e Navy Slippers... $7.95

Fatigue
Hunting
Korean

Pipe—Pokers—Ash Shovels—Coal Hods—Collars
Phone
Merchandise of Your

442-5665

Choice To Be Given Dec. 16

Paducah, Ky.'

WE ARE STILL GROWIN
WITH BENTON AND MARSHALL COUNTY
AND INVITE YOUR CONTINUED PATRONAGE!

BEST IN PARTS AND SERVICE TOO!
CLOSING OUT
o' SEAT COVER

1
Ptire---( to/.

('.111

,.s PE JUICE
I's N PEAS CORN IM A S
Fresh-10

i.

Fresh-10 0/. low\

erdale Fresh IlabN —II)"

•
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The Calvert City Arts and
Crafts Club met Monday evening, Nov. 20, at the home of Mrs.
Robert Arnold. Co-hostess was
Mrs. Eric Hellstrom.
At a busiryiss session, club
members voted to enter a float
in the C,IIristmas parade Dec. 9
at Calvert City. Mrs. Douglas
Foster will be chairman of the
work ion the float.
The club will hold its annual
Christmas party and gift exchange Dec. 18 at the home of
Mrs. W. S. Colburn, At Monday's
meeting, club members worked
on decorating Christmas candles.
Chips and cokes were served to
Mesdames John Down, Edwin
McIntyre, Richard Cocke. Douglas Foster, W. J. Colburn, Marvin
Steggman, John Janiak, Robert
Carroll, Edward Barkley, William
Kleinsmith, Sam Ross, Sam
Goheen, Bobby Hargis, and the
hostesses.

GOLFING FIRSTS
Q....._ There is good reason to suppose that the first golf balls
were made of wood! But in
the 17th and 18th centuries,
they were mode of various
materials, wood, straw,
stuffed hard into a core of
leather. The best, however,
,A. and those which ultimately
.i,..., come into universal use were
P. stuffed with feathers.
'
s•

The primal golf club was
_ probably a stick with a
thick or curved end. The
next step was a .suppleshafted mallet. As early as
1503, account books of
James II of ScoHand
cord purchases of special wooden golf dubs.

"MR. BI" 1961 BOURBON BEEF CHAMPION
len to right are Shirley Brown, Jess• Jollife, Gateway Super
0,1 Doris Brown holding the halter of "Mr. 111", 1961 Grand
steer ot the Bourbon Beef Show held in Louisville, Kentucky,
3, The Brown Sisters are from Greer, S. C. This is the
year their entry has won th• top award plus $1,000
money. In addition, Gateway paid $1.00 a pound for the
und Angus steer.

rr,e,s •
"It
".=

wealle
A travelling museum of golfing history—The White Horse Scotch—A,
G. Spalding Collection of Golfing
Curios — currently ,touring country
clubs from coast-to-coast offers today's golfer a glance at the early
history of his favorite game.

OR RELIGIOUS READING
52.95

t's Selected Notes for 1962
tional Lesson Annual for 1962
of Gold

11,
04)
—.14?
11
y.:

3.95

MAYFIELD, KY.

The term "cadie" or "covedie"
was at first applied to loafers
on the streets of Edinburgh who
would hire themselves out as
guides, baggage-carriers or
messenger boys.

TON STYLE

Trading Stamps

ORK ROAST lb. 29c
FIELDS CHESTNUT SLICED

FRESH

BACON
Lb. 49c

000 MAE ORK STEAK
Lb. 49c
7-2(,11

Free Deli

AGO
ED BUILDING

N. B. C. PREMIUM

Flay oraist Sugar, Oatmeal, Lemon And
Chocolate Chip

CRACKERS
LB. BOX 27c

COOKIES
2 BOXES 49c

oFFEE

ND FRIENDS

can

APE JUICE
EEN PEAS
T CORN

h:Cs. Fresh-10 oz. box

ROWIN
L COUNTY
'ATRONAGE!

RVICE TOO!

.Fresh-10 oz. box
I)%.

Lb. 1
Box
DRINK
69c

NYLON HOSE

ARROW
ESQUIRESOCKS
WEATHER
KING
TEX TANBELTS
MANCRAFT

UNDERWEAR

HITS

Subscribe for The Courier.
THE MARSHALL COURIER
Published Thursday of each
week at 296 East Kleventh Street
im Benton, Ky. Entered as second class Mail matter May SO,
1937, at the paotefleo at Benin, Ky,. under the aet of March
3, 1897.
Subscription rates-52 per year

RAINCOATS

SUITS

in Marshall and adjoining counties; $2.50 per year elsewhere la
Kentucky; $3 per year outside of
Kentucky.
Cards of thanks, 75 cents each,

LAY—AWAY PLAN

Classified advertising rates 15
cents per lino. Display advertising rates upon request.

No Charge
Gift Wrapped Free Too!

Use OUR

ROBT.
BRUCE
BEAU
BRUMMEL
NORTH
TRIAL

SWEATERS

TIES

Convenient

Reece's

Style-Mart
Store
7th and Broadway, Mayfield, Ty.

WE HAVE INSTALLED

AE

R a pi

2-WAY RADIO EQUIPMEN
IN OUR AMBULANCES AND CARS
TO SERVE YOU

Better and More Efficiently!
35c

46-oz. can

and 89c pr.

(I (lean Red or White

OTATOES 25'BLabi 7929'c
BAG

GE YAR

19c
17,
19c

ING OUT
COVERS RAPEFRUIT 5"
825

19,

OLEO
Del-Monte Pineapple-Orange Juice

IMAS

NI( TOM
EEswEAR SAWYER
KAyrSPORT
JOCKEY

PONY

MERIT

lerilale Fre.h Baby-10 oz. box

les

You will find Christmas Shopping for the lad much
easier this year, thanks to Reece's complete BOYS'
WEAR DEPARTMENT! Full selection in sizes 8's
through 20's. Look at this list of Famous Brand Names!

,Mi
Marshall Wyatt and Woodson
nsitr----OlstalatileafiaieSSM-ilnanantaSnaltPAZ
ZiinaleaRliiisneZ3MUMafitalotaniaSZaatanaleethatin9ilgaStalanlesi
Cross, Publishers.

59c

LB.
CAN

elf

OSSIBLE

CIF15

The George Hails are visiting
members of their families in
Stanford, Ky., this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Tomsk
and sons, of Calvert City, have
as their guests this week, her
mother, Mrs. Emma Gaus, and
her sister, Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Spink, of Louisville.
The Calvert City cub pack 65
will meet Thursday, Nov. 30 at
7 p.m. in the fellowship Hall of
the First Presbyterian Church.

BUYS

EXTRA BIG FOOD

lity Food Market

s

.nsAmmegisvsieisgzasssrs1=3-g--zesIzavgstsim,m=msxw43tawx3ezz--13:25assswsmizastaiizmiszav:3ma;:

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Krebbs and
sons are spending the holidays
for Thanksgiving this week in
Louisville with relatives.

4

LIVERY

Mr. and Mrs. Luther
head, Jr. of Calvert City
2, are the parents of a son born
Mrs. Paul Hines, of Calvert
at the McClain Clinic in Benton City Rt. 1, was honored ThursNov. 13.
day, Nov. 16, with a stork shower
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Beard of in the home or Mrs. D. W. Story.
J. C. Lindsey was coBenton are the parents of a Mrs.
hostess.
6 pound and 13 ounce son, named
Mrs. Eloise Lofton won the
Jonathan Kevin born Thursprize. Game prize winners
day, Nov. 16 at the Murray Hos- door
were Mrs. Leland Lindsey and
pital. The grand parents, Mr. Mrs. Nella Mae Bowerman.
and Mrs. Robert Dublin, of
The guest table was decorated
Chickamaugua, Ten n., spent
in pink, green, and yellow.
last week-end with their daughRefreshments of coffee, punch
ter, Ann and family. John is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John and cookies were served to 45
guests.
Beard, Sr.

Mrs. Velvin Smith has gone to
St. Louis to enroll in the Gladys
Turner school for floral desiening.

mdogasm.

4ff Benton

Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Morgan
will have as Sunday guests
the family of Dorothy Wagoner,
of Dixon, Ky., and Mr. and Mrs.
Russell McGregor and sons, of
Benton Rt. 2.

BIRTHS

Richard Hampton attended the
funeral services of Wendell Watson in Decatur, Aa., last week.
Watson was the husband of
Harriet Hubbard, daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. George T. Hubbard.

Dictionaries

OLD,
MOREHEAD BROS.

Happy Birthday to Mrs. Jim
Kinney Nov. 20; Mrs. Marvin
Wyatt Nov. 21; Miss Penny
Dowdy Nov. 23; Pont Nelson,
John Strow, Miss Dianne Burnett Nov. 25; Jim Kinney, Miss
Becky Bradley Nov. 26; Mrs.
Douglas Rasco Nov. 27; Janice
and Jackie Bragg Nov. 28; Vicki
Wyatt 'Nov. 30.
Other birthdays are Jack Jenings Nov. 20, Janice Lampkins
and Linda Joyce English Nov.
22, Mrs. Lena Johnson, Linda
Faye Derington and Sharon McNeal Nov. 24.

,CALVERT LOCALS

. 2.95

COMPLETE LINE OF BIBLES, TESTAMENTS AND
IOUS BOOKS FOR YOUNG AND

'Mrs. Paul Hines Of
Calvert Honored
MoreAt Stork Shower
Route

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Arts, Crafts Club
To Have A Float In
Christmas Parade

Read The Courier Classified Ads

a

39

ORANGES

ING'S

FLORIDA

Serving Marshall and
In The 28 Years We Have Been
Desire To Make Available
Surrounding Counties It Has Been Our
Possible.
To You The Best Service and Facilities

CALL LAkeside 7-2921
DAY OR NIGHT FOR
MODERN AND EFFICIENT SERVICE

DOZ.

SUPER
MKT'S

Lion Funeral Home
BENTON,KENTUCKY
AMBULANCES 2-Way RADIO DISPATCHED

Benton,
Kentucky
No. 1 &2

The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, Nov. 23

Want Ads
FOR RENT-3-bedroom modern
huose. See Hurley Real Estate,
908 Olive St., Benton. Phone LA
1-tp
7-5051.

FOR SALE-One walk-in freezer.
Cheap. Kinney Appliance Co.,
Benton. Day phone LA 7-5321.
Night phone LA 7-5861.
rtsc

WANTED TO BUY
One used coal stoker, residential size. Give make, size, condition and price. Write to Jimmie
L. Mitchell, Route 3, Princeton.
2tp
Ky.

MFA MUTUAL
INSURANCE Co.
FOREST COLE
Agent
Auto - Fire - Hospital
And Liability
Phone LA 7-7434

FOR RENT-Five rooms and bath.
906 Poplar, Benton. Have no objections to children. Please dial
443-2792, Paducah.
3 tp

I

Expert Watch
Repair

FRESH SUPPLY
Of cardboard paper at The
Marshall Courier office in Benton. Also large and small manila
brown envelopes.

BARGAINS EVERY DAY
FOR SALE-Male Setter, 3%1
At
years old, 4 generation papers, I
registered and well trained. Also
P'URNITIIRE
WIGGIGNS
with
female,
Pointer,
3 yr. old
STORE
papers. See or call Roy Boyd
rtsc Where you buy for less and bank
at Boyd Motor Co.
the rest. 2% miles north of MurFOR SALE - 21" Westinghouse ray on Benton road. Pb. PL
rtsc
TV, combination with radio, hi- 3-4566.
fi record player. Cost $625 new
will sell for $100. In good condition. See or call Marshall Wyatt at the Courier office or LA
rtsc
7 5421 nights.
SEPTIC Tank and gre se teat
Call Pat Wilkins
cleaning.
ri.s1
HELP WANTED-Man with experience to prune seve al small
oodson
shade trees. Contact
Cross at The Marshall Courier
LA 7-3931.

rtsc

By The Finest
Craftsmen in the Business.
Jewelry Repairs

LOOK HERE
You can get the best buys on
adding machine tape a d ribbon
at The Marshall Courie in Benrtsc
ton.

s
'
Linciry
MAN WANTED - For Releigh
business in North Marshall Murray
Mayfield
County. No experience needed to
rtsc
FOR SALE
start. Sales easy to make and
immediatelY
Start
profits good.
Typewriter ribbons of all kinds
FOR RENT: 4-room unfurnished
See or Write Bill Johnson, Box apartment at 302 E. 10th St. in at The Marshall Couri r office.
Also staples and stap ng ma352. Russell Springs, Phone Un- Benton. Scott Ely.
rtsc
ion 6-7217. Write Raleigh's De26rts chines.
partment 1=-921-190. FreeAmis
r•
port. Ill
21

YO.,

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
MARSHALL CIRCUIT COURT.
KENTUCKY
THE PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA.
vs. JOHN P. BIRDSONG and
BIRDSONG:
wife QUILLA
BILLY JOE GREEN and wife
ROSE GREEN. Defend,nts.
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YOU CAN ALWAYS
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WALLACE RADIATO
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AND MACHINE SHOP
-

12th and Main, Benton

-.

._

SPECIALIZING IN,

Custom Welding

Radiator Repair
Cylinder Reboring

Choose from more than 250 pieces
of Ethan Allen Early American
Furniture by Baumritter, to answer
- .vy,60
FURNITURE all your storage and decorative
needs'. Open stock for bedroom, livFOR FAMILY
ing room, dining room and family
room needs. Waiting tor you nowl
LIVING

Head and Block Milli
Brake Drum Turning

Valve Grinding
Complete Brake Service

Ethan./Ilki

ks.4,

Complete Engine itehu

Tractor Motors a Specialt

NW

,
hiform,,,grn Pa
3IURRAY, KENTUCKY

YOUR GUESTS

Y01.1R

Tanner IGA Super
Market

NEW SERVICES
• Basement and Backhole

i

ANKS

I

i
WEST KENTUCKY RURAL

• Bank Gravel and Limestone Rock

ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE CORP.

• Driveway Paving
• ii
• FREE ESTIMATES e•rpr

Serving Five Counties, Graves, Marshall, Calloway,
Carlisle, Hickman.

• Warm Morning Stoves

MEN ON CALL DUTY FOR SERVICE TROUBLE
MAYFIELD, KY,
DIAL LA 7-2981

HOME

POWELL COAL CO

......,

Benton, Ky.

BOWL
_
AND
. STAY
SLIM

Picture Frames

(We Make Our 0%n)

.

MIRRORS

FRAMED PICTURES

Phone EX 54383
It's the ncw way ...
the modern woy to
keep healthful and
stay slim. So much fun,
too! Why not drop in
today? See the ladies
bowl ...then step-up
and treat yourself to
a relaxing hour of
bowling. Try it soon It's a treat you've
earned.

Paducah

From

• FURNIT URA
• STOVES

..."

sa HinuwAILg

We Have It!

TREAS
Phone LA 7-2491 - Benton, Ky.

Highway 641 (Access Road)

DID SHE EVER HAVE
ACCiDENYI'S 2

I-If)VE TO FISK SOmE
APPUCFriloti FoR
YOUR LrTYLE GIRL'

KICK-E0 ME IN
-cc-1E LEG ONCE

DID,
AND p) RA-1-(LE MISTER,. SMAKE Bile
LPST

BETTER DEAL

WELL,D'
leou CALL
11-10S5

BLYf A HoRse
NEVER

1)11

shopping

Lumber Company

SALLY SNICKERS
QUEST-IONS FOR 1114IS INSURANCE

Jei

TO ROOF

KENLAICE LANES

, 1

• APLILIANCZB

DRESSES

FOUNDATION

enjoy FREE Bowling
these Instruction
features free baby sitting
During League Play
free parking
air conditioning
snack bar

RIDG WAY
MAYFEELD, KY

OATS - sun_

•

31aso
•
Roof

.i

LOCHRIDGE

FAI

Mule

II AIR AIR

1 II

rt

BUILDING%1:
SUPPLILS

Box Photo Co.

118 So. 5th

Digging

• Septic Tank and Field Tile hist:MA(1n

LINN

FUNERAL

•••••

,

„-'

FOR YOU

leighbors

it

•

FILBECK te CANN

I

'

... i

•

.1;3'

J.

STATE FARM MUT-UAL

emo

I ii1 'IA

7. •••:.:
,'

t,‘

Get fast relief from iL
over, svorn-out feeling
STANBACK'S,ombine ,
cally-proven ingtedmi•s
fever and brings (onlf,Use as a gargle for Sore'
colds. Snap back %all Sl

Zemo-liquid or ointment-a doctor's antiseptic, promptly relieves
itching, stops scratching and so
helps heal and clear surface slcin
rashes. Buy Extraz
Strength Zemo for
stubborn cases!

...
..-1

.

-

IN EQUITY
By virtue of a Judgment r,ret
_
Order of Sale of the Marshall
•Circuit Court. rendered at the
NE OUT OF EVERY SIX CARS ON THE ROAD WILL
November term theerof, 1961. in
END UP IN A BODY REPAIR SHOP THIS YEAR!
the above styled cause for the
Over nine million cars are doomed to expensive body repairs because
sum of Eight Thousand Thirty
of accidents. Damage to your car can cost big money, unless you are
Three Dollars and twenty eight
adequately insured. Check with your State Farm agent;.. fund out how
cents at the rate of 6 per cent
you can get top-notch protection with State Farm. Contact me toria,,
per annum from May 1st, 1961.
until paid, and all costs herein.
I shall proceed to offer for sale
Homer Solomon
at the Courthouse door in Benton. Kentucky, to the highest
Local Agent
bidder, at public auction on tie
4 day of December. 1961. at
Benton, Ky.
1020 Main
one o'clock P. M.. or thereaobuts
7-3801
LA
Phone
(being County Court Day) upon
a credit of six months the fol_lowing described property, towit:
Lot No. 42 in the Duckett and
Smith Addition to Calvert City.
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY
59-44
Horne Office: Bloomington, 1111nOill
Marshall County. Kentucky as
subdivissaid
shown by plat of
ion of record in Deed Book 86.
page 73, Marshall County Court
Clerk's Office. Said lot being
more particularly described as
follows:
Beginning at a concrete marker at the intersection of the
FUNERAL HOME
west line of Smith Street in said
city and the north line of 3rd
Air Conditioned, with Air
ly
Complete
Street thence north and with the
west line of Smith Street 65 feet
Conditioned, Oxygen Equipped
to a stake: thence west and parallel with the north line of 3rd
Ambulance
Street 225 feet to a stake: thence
south and with an interior angle
Phones LA 7-2001 and LA 7-2091
with
parallel
Kentucky
of 90 degrees and
Benton
the west line of Smith Street 65
feet to a stake in the north line
of 3rd Street: thence east and IMM1111111110111:.
with an interior angle of 90 de"'
and with the north line of 3rd
Street 225 feet to the place of
beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Billy Joe Green and
wife Rose L. Green by W. L
Kennedy et al by deed dated
October 29. 1957 of record in
Deed Book 99. page 143. Marshall County Court Clerk's Office.
Or a sufficiency theerof to
produce the sums of money so
ordered to be made. For the
On
purchase price the purchaser
with approved security or securibearing
Bond.
execute
must
ties
legal interest from day of sale
until paid and having the force
and effect of a Judgment. Bidand
ders will be prepared to comply
promptly with these terms.
MRS. H. B. HOLLAND,
Master Commissioner.
Nov. 17-24, Dec. 1

,
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•
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ItchySkin Rash! COLD SUM

1.517W
t .V,

REMOVE
WARTS!

Amazing Compound Dissolves
Common Warts Away
Without Cutting or Burning
DoctorsWarn picking or scratching at warts may cause bleeding,
spreading. Now amazing Compound Wo penetrates into warts,
destroys their cells,actually melts
warts away without cutting or
burning. Painless, colorless
Compound W, used as directed,
removes common warts safely,
effectively, leaves no ugly scars.

Helps Neal And Clear

•

By HORACE Ek.
Not TREY DID
ON PURPOSE!

v-r

ACCIDENT'S

4

APPLIANCES
FURNITURE

Zemo Greatfor,
Minor Burns,Cuts
s

Zemo, a doctor's formula, liquid
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
minor burns, cuts, briises. Family
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
rashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
athlete's foot. Stops scratching, so
aids faster healing. For stubborn
cases, get Extra Strength Zemo.

Mr. I. Knowftt

At

KINNEY'S

II wens mint over (nes barbers head.
nor
1
,
THQ.
NolICE

BS, 541006E flAS.
3.1os seamen. a...e'er,
c. 4
,s a.S ellOYAF-OPS
oeLoo< innac
BARBEC."Nory....r

Or. DOWO

I

_
coo
,

USED . . . GOOD

ented firebrick interior. Cast iron
grates and fire box. Will heat 4

$34.95

to five rooms comfortably. Holds
fire up to 72 hours. Regular dealers get $89.95 for the 100-1b. size
Warm Morning. Just look at this

Electric
Ranges
$29.95

MR-RP"( KNoWiT!

e•4•4-0,9.-e•

(1,'}
1C,

By Thornton t
cs4 naesr s ^Lae....
9,""
'
we woe,r viaePa"
execs,
-nse seosesE ors

oc -napsr.
9
\
4Fr

Ihng Kong comes
511 cotton
valin
"fect on center

01111

41414 taPered pan
.111.0
Nn:RNANONAL CARTOON CO. aT.

vettor•-

SALLY SNICKERS
/0/4
AI-1' 'THERE'S
l'4011-IING LIKE
%ILL
f SAY'.
,

A GOOD WALK(

SoRRY,BUT I
MEvER q-NE MONEY
'TO PEOPLE ON
'THE SYREETI,

lecissace
By HORACE ELM
:
7.
/ WHAT Do Vizi' view."1
(0
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OFFICE?

I Print designed b
Ittitl• Printed chi
g embroide
red.

BUY NOW... or
LAY-A-WAY

price.

Used

-iiti7

COAL HEATER

•
r_
(1%1 MR..ktrowi
a.

••11.9•11

Army Space Heaters Known Commercially As

Popular round radiant style. Pat-

-

GivE.

Benton, Ky.

WARM MORNING

NOT non°.
YOU ecoas..e.
woe,Nonc. -10•-•!
141,1

•V
VCRY

AY

.' -ti0441'

•

MIRY' BO\tmem.
SI 0121,S

1 DAY

Third and Kentucky In Paducah
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Used
Refrigerators
$39.95
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r, Benton,
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ana
ace skin
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eighbors

Custom Welding
Head and
Work %At
Brake Drum
Tufilipt
Complete Emote
Re

in

Service

Tommy Morgan
n Green have
homes of
:.d Mrs. Ken- t Mr. and Mrs.
tt ill Benton for

More Turnpike Bids
Will Be Opened On
Dec. 8 By The State

anti

Field 'File

and

Installation

ANKSGIVING CLEARANCE

alien

DING
LILS

ATS - SUITS

SPORTSWEAR

DRESSES

MILLINERY

WO*
Lade
`42trott
Kum

Jeanne Elliott

Roof*

TION
OF MAYFIELD

OF

e It!

mpany

Now that radiology has made its
major bfeakthrough, the tide
has changed, and medicine can
now, for the first time look forward with more confidence to
defeating this killer.
Mrs. Ethel Ivey and her daughter, Mrs. K. B. Cronch, of Mayfield Rt. 5, were visitors at the
Courier office while in town
Monday to have the date of their
paper changed.

SPORTSMENIS
MONEY SAVING
SPECIALS

Picture of
Health

FALL AND WINTER

• Fe

LL COAL CO,

radiologist is finally able to view
these structures. He can define
the exact area which is diseased
and the extent of involvement.
This information, when passed
on to the surgeon can be used to
develop surgical procedures to
alleviate coronary arterial insufficiency. Although the perfect
surgical procedure for this purpose is yet to be developed, the
prevention of heart attacks is
not beyond eventual control.

Picker

v• di

EsTnIATEs •
Stoves -

Corn

Winner of the National Mechanical
Corn
Picking Contest in the two-row class
is Cleo
S. Hurt of Holt, Mo. The contest
was held at
Worthington Minn. For Champion
Hurt's
first participation in a national
event he
chose the same Ford tractor
and picker corn-

llll',stone Rock

BEE:

Champion

Bids for the west end
of the
new Western Kentucky
Turnpike
are scheduled to be
opened Friday, December 8.
Several of the bids for
sections east of Princeton
were let
Nov 10.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Hooker,
The section from Princeton
to Benton, Mr. and
Mrs. Travs
Dawson Springs will be
divided Downs and
daughters, Mr. aid
Into three separate groups.
The Mrs. James Fox and
daughte
portions for the December 8
let- of Paducah, were Sunday
tings will be from near
dinn r
the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Hurl y
James Stevens farm to
Dawson Bondurant to celebrate
the birt
Springs.
day of Mr. Bondurant.
The section from Highway
91
to the Stevens farm is set
for
Mrs. Bertie Oakley and Mr.
bids in January, 1962.
Will Egner of Rt 6 were shoppe s
Between Princeton and the in
Benton'Saturday. Mrs. Oakl y
Hopkins County hip there will
renewed her subscription to tile
be three underpasses. One will
Courier while in town.

SERVICES
ft.teklictie Digging

The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, Nov. 23, 1961

be where the turnpike goes under
Highway 293, one near Lewistown and the other near Mt.
Pisgah. It will also go under
Highway 91 .with a cloverleaf
intersection at this point of intersection.
Reports show the new turnpike will run parallel to the present Dawson Road. In some sections the two roads will be close
enough you can see the other.

hopping...

By Harold N. Schwinger, M. D.
A colleague of mine has termed
heart attacks "a major killer of
our most productive people during their most productive time
of life." His statement was
prompted by the recent realization that heart attacks do not,
as was previously believed limit
themselves only to the aged.
Today's statistics indicate that
even those in their 20's and 30's
may be potential victims.
Fortunately, however, at the ,
same time that the death toll
attributed to heart attacks is
becoming higher, medical men
are coming closer to finding a
way to actually prevent this killer from striking. So far, one of
the greatest advancements in
this direction has been made in
the field of radiology.
The cause of a heart attack is
not found within the heart but
within the arteries leading into
the heart - the coronary arteries. Because these vessels are responsible for supplying the heart
with blood, and obstruction within either of the two main coronary arteries denies a certain
area of the heart of life-giving
blood, thereby causing what is
known as a heart attack.
The severity of the attack de-

Benton, K.

Get Ready
For Cold Weather
Needs At

JULES
Men's Jackets

• Vinyls
• Corduroys
• Poplins
from $12.95
Wools
Men's Suburban
Coats
from $14.95

bination used by the national two
-row champions in the previous two years.
Mr. Hurt
(inset) scored a remarkable 94.08
points out
of a possible 100, one of the
highest scores
ever recorded in this annual event.
He harvested 2,638 pounds of corn I m
four-tenths
of an acre in seconds over
••utes.

pends upon the extent of the
obstruction and the amount of
blood which is denied. Arteriosclerosis or hardening of the
arteries is usually the cause of
an arterial obstruction. Therefore, the prevention of heart
attacks lies in the removal of
the arteriosclerotic plaque before it has time to form a blood
clot enough to restrict the flow
of blood.
The surgeon has long believed
that he could find a way to surgically repair the troubled coronary artery, but because the
heart will not withstand exploratory surgery, he needed to

FINANCING
ARRANGED
▪ GUN CASES, new modern design
81.49
• INDIAN ARCHERY SETS
from S4.95
* SAF-T-BAK HUNTING CLOTHES at prices so cheap
we hate to mention them! Come see for yourself!
• RUBBER INSULATED BOOTS
pair 89.95
• POCKET WARMERS
S1.95

know exactly where he was going
and what he was going to do
beforehand.
It was up to the radiologist
to provide such a "road map,"
and only recently, after years of
research, has the radiologist
found a way to do so. Each new
radiological electronic invention,
such as improved equipment,
rapid serial exposures, x-ray
motion pictures, and improved
contrast media, brought t h e
radiologist one step closer to
viewing the invisible coronary
arteries.
Today, by a procedure known
as coronary arteriography, the

• INSULATED UNDERWEAR
• GUN RACKS

only

FOOTBALL HELMETS
WITH DOUBLE FACE BAR
RED, WHITE OR BLUE COLOR

Lookofsky Sporting Goods
126 South 6th, Mayfield, Ky.

Chapel 7-3901

DOMESTIC SERVICE AND HOTPOINT
ANNOUNCES A STARTLING

APPRECIATION EVENT
Featuring Appliances By Famous ...

Hotpoin

Robbie Robertson has, for almost a quarter of a century, served
the homemakers of this area faithfully and well, His sincere
conviction and guiding principle has been and will continue to be
. .. to serve as he would be served. Robbie Wishes to take this
opportunity to thank and show his appreciation to his many,
many old customers. Also, to invite new-corners to stop in and
allow him to make your acquaintence and give him a chance to
serve you. Robbie says, "I want you our customers and friends to
know just how much we sincerely appreciate your business, so we
have decided that action speaks louder than words. Therefore,
we've dreamed up th,
.! dog-gondest Appreciation Event you ever
saw. Over S1,000 worth of merchandise prizes ... BUT that's not
all ... we've cut, slashed, sawed and hacked our prices to the bare
bone. So, friends, don't miss out on this value-packed Appreciation Event. Stop by either of our two convenient locations,
register for Free Prizes, look over our Hotpoint Appliances and
furniture, and let us shake your hand.

OVER $100000 IN MERCHANDISE PRIZES

•

Men's Sweaters

'Inc Kong comes this inspiration — coolie coat with printed Chinese
satin, designed by Ruth of Carolina, Chinese Rickshaw apeffect on center back, black frogs close front opening, black corduroy
ngth tapered pants. Procelain, white, black, red
on cotton

$10.95
12.95
white
print designed by Ruth of Carolina, black Chinese characters on
sleeves,
satin. Printed Chinese rickshaws, bordered silk, bateau neck, tiny
left bodice front. Porcelain,
4t-ing embroidered Chinese characters on
black, red.

Size 3 to 6x
Size 7 to 12

$10.95

QUALITY IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE

12.95

• Crew Neck
• V-Neck
• Coat Style
Sweaters

Men's Corduroy
Pants
from

$4.95
$6.95

In our Boys' Department
Slim, Regular, Husky Sizes.
Sizes 6-20
Boys Jackets . . . from $8.95
Boys' Car Coats and Clicker
Coats
from $10.95
Boys' Sweaters
from $3.95
Boys' Corduroy Sport
Pants
$4 95
"IF ITS NEW
JULES HAS IT"

Men's, and Boys' Shop

Side S uare M

ielcl K

Stop by either of our two convenientlly located stores
as often as you wish and register for the Free Prizes.
They will be given away by drawing (date to be
announced) to be held sometime before Christmas.
You do NOT have to be present to win. There is
absolutely nothing to buy and there will be no obligation. All you have to do is stop in and register.

PRIZES!

Special Every

1st - $239.95 Hotpoint Dishwasher

Friday Night Drawing

2nd - $159.95 Foam Mattress & Box
Springs

at Domestic Service
from

S7.95

from S2.95

Warehouse Store
There will be a drawing EACH Friday night for
those who stop in at Domestic Service Warehouse
store on East Broadway between the hours of
SIX and EIGHT P. M. This is NOT to be confused
with the general drawing for the six Free Prizes,
nor will it in any way affect your chances in the
general drawing. Thiss is a SPECIAL DRAWING
. . . only for those folks who register between 6
and 8 p.m. on Friday Nights. Watch for our ad
each week for a red hot Friday special. This
Friday's prize is a $59.95 Hotpoint Disposal.

3rd - $119.95 Box Springs & Mattress
4th - $69.95 Extra Large Platform
Rocker
5th - $59.95 Hotpoint Disposal
6th - $39.95 Breakfast Set (table & 4
Chairs)

OMESTIC
W

RAIWN7

SERVICE
COMPANY

•Irscl
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Mrs. Naomi Prather
Funeral Conducted
At Mt. Olive Church

Boyce Jones of Hardin Rt. 1;1
four daughters, Mrs. Elza Brown
of Benton, Mrs. Oscar Ninuno of
Hardin, Mrs. Mabel Jones and
Mrs. V. C. Farris of Chicago; one
brother. Bill Thorn of Gilbertsville; three sisters, Mrs. Doyles
JenMrs.
for
s
l
service
Funera
Hardin, Mrs. Jane Hennie Bell Jones, 83, who died on Jones of
and Mrs. Victoria Rain of
Nov 16 at her home in Hardin, derson,
were held Saturd•ly afternoon at Mayfield.
the Collier Funeral Home. Bro.
Mr. and Mrs. Winston Rose,
Ed Miston conducted the rites.
Ruby Butler and her brot
Mrs.
Barnet
the
in
was
Burial
th-r, Noah Lovett, of Rt. 5, were
Cemetery.
to see the
Mrs. Jones war a member of in Blainsville, Ind., Mrs. M. Z.
family of Mr. and
the Olive Baptiat church.
Lovett.
She is survived by one son.

Mrs. Jennie Jones
Of Hardin Buried In
Barnett Cemetery

Funeral services for Mrs.
Naomi Pratiler, 90, who 'died
Nov. 16 at her home on Mayfield Rt. 5, were held Saturday
afternoon at the Mt. Olive
Church of Christ, of which she
was a member. Harold Irvan of-

Mayfield; five grandchildren and In Marshall and adj
Belated at the last rites.
great grandchildren.
ties; $2.50 per year
Burial, by the Linn Funeral four
Kentucky; $3 per y,
Home, was in the Smith Cemeky.
Kentuc
tery.
ER
COURI
ALL
MARSH
THE
Mrs. Prather was the widow
of thanks,:5
Cards
each
Published Thursday of
of Hiram Prather, who died 35
at 200 East Eleventh Street
week
ied adeerrisi
Classif
1.
Nov.
ago,
years
In Benton, Ky. Entered as secShe is survived by one son. ond class mail matter May 30,!rents per line. Displ
ing rates upon requ.
Robey Prather; four daughters, 1937, at the postoffIce at BenMiss ha Prather, Mrs. 01 a on, Ky., under the act of March
Marshall Wyatt a
Mohler, Mrs. Iva Riley, and Mrs. 3, 1897.
Cross, Publish, rs
Wilma Haley all of Malfield Rt.
year
per
$2
rates—
iption
Subscr
of
Smith
•ter, Miss Lula
5: •

WE'RE QUITTING THE

BUSIBANCKESS

LANE'S FUR SHOP
Paducah, Ky.

1201 BeMine

FUR HUNTING CAPS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

NOTHING HELD
—ALL SHOES MUST GO'

Cape or Jacket into
Let Us Restyle Your Old Fur Coat,
Make Accessories
and
Stole
or
Cape
,
Jacket
Style
a New
from Your Scraps.

MEN — GET THAT JOB!!!
OPERATING

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
SUCH AS
• GRADERS
R
• BULLDOZIERS • POWE
• SCRAPERS
LS
SHOVE
• DRAG LINES
• CLAM SHELLS
the
wili be needed to operate
Thousands of additional men
subroads,
new
the
build
HEAVY EQUIPMENT used to
systems, pipelines, dams, missile
divisions, bridges, irrigation
ds
ial parks, home sites, airfiel
sites, shopping centers, industr
a.
Americ
etc. in a growing
OUR modern machines, at
Complete practical training on
s,
gives you the background
Center
ng
OUR Resident Traini
want as a HEAVY EQUIPyou need to get that JOB you
of our NATIONALLY
help
the
with
MENT OPERATOR;
CE.
RECOGNIZED PLACEMENT SERVI
complete information.
Mail coupon TODAY ! ! ! for
SCHOOL
UNIVERSAL EQUIPMENT OPERATORS
Ky.
2,
lle
Louisvi
ng,
212 Republic Buildi
Age......
.._
Name
Street
City .

State

Hrs at home
Phone
our trained OPERACONTRACTORS Information about
.
request
upon
TORS available

Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Van Vactor,
of Gilbertsville, announce the engagement of their daughter, Barbara Jean Van Vactor, to Otho
Vernon McLeod, the son of Mrs.
Claudia McLeod, of Princeton.
Miss Van Vactor is a senior at

bride.

The third annual Kentucky
The November meeting of the
Fall Fishing Derby will beheld
Lake
was
club
's
senior woman
Monday night Nov
on Thursday night, Nov. 16 at come history
27 with a banquet at Kentucky
the Marco Restaurant.
Dam Village State Park, to honor
The hostesse$ were Mesdames
the winners.
H.
H.
Dycus,
SCott
,
Collier
Jess
Governor Combs will be preLovett, Jr., and Katie Major.
t the "Governor's
Earle V. PoWell, commissioner sent to presen
other top awards
of economic security Frankfort, Trophy" and
. $5,000 in cash.
was guest speaker. Dr. Carrol
The press, radio and TV from
Traylor and Dr. Wm. Colburn of
Lake
Calvert City were present and a the principal Kentucky
to
forum discussiOn was held on trade area have been invited
federal
attend.
the present method of
medical aid for the aged.
It is necessary to complete the
as
Mrs. Marcus Gurley gave the dinner arrangements as early
possible. You are urged to mail
devotional.
to
Delicious refreshments were your check for $3 per ticket
Treasurer Bill Tanner. Tanner's I
served.
.
IGA, 800 Main Street, Benton
Subscribe for The Courier.

TO SERVE YOU BETTER

'LONG HAS 11
Ix and Barbara?(
kg or the family
baw a friendly vis,
to be a thoughtfu.

DATEBOOK

Regular °I 99 SHOES
Regular $3.00 SHOES
Regular $4.99 SHOES
Regular $5'99 SHOES
Regular $6.99 SHOES
Regular $7.99 SHOES
Regular $8.99
SHOES Regular $9.99
SHOES
Regular $10.99 SHOES

Club
If You Were a Member of Our Christmts
forIf you are not among these
year!
neyt
tunate ones, you CAN be
Join our 1962 Christmas Club now.

WAYNETTES

now
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Regular $14

JOIN OUR

Nriw $69.

1961

CHRISIMASCLUB

BANK OF BENTON
Member FDIC

in a growi

Flats
Low Heels
Wedges
Med. Heels
Stacked
High Heels
Heels
.ImicasamArch Support — Ties — Pumps
Straps — Oxfords
Sizes 4B Thru 11 EEE

Systematically saving a little every
week will add up to a big check
for you with which to make Christ
mas 1962 the most bountiful ever!

OUR NEW
XMAS
CLUB
HAS
STARTED

CA IS STILL
for us to have co
of these is the
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at the turn oft
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All Shoes 1/3 Off! And More On Some Styles

HE HAD ONE FOR YOU

bills to come (there will be none).

—
Princess
Christmas v. •
• mare W.I.,

PEDUCTIONS

FOR YOU!

will have cash in hand to go on a
wonderful Christmas gifts shopping
spree, without ever a thought of

.
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Santa's spreading checks and
cheer all over town these days.
Happy folks on the receiving end
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So We're Making Room By Clearing Out Our Shoe Department
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WE ARE ENLARGING
OUR SPORTSWEAR
DEPARTMENT IN ORDER

North Marshall and will graduate
in May. Mr. McLeod is employed
at Pittsburgh Metallurgical.
The wedding is to be performed Dec. 22 In the home of the

Big Annual Fishing
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Derby Banquet Will
Christmas Bazaar
To Be Held Nov.28 Be Held On Nov. 27
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lephone
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ks(iIVING this year finds you with a million
c things to do and only one pair of hands and legs
heal with . . . remember your phone! More and
are carrying out major parts of their shopby phone. You're just seconds away
,.
. ,:ore in town . . . you can even order your
•1: bird by phone! Happy turkey-time!

PHONELAND, U.S.A.
Have you heard about
Phoneland yet? It's an idea
to help you with your Christmas shopping. In Phoneland, you'll find Christmas
gift suggestions to please almost everyone on your gift
list! You'll find Home Interphones (such as the one
shown here); you'll find Bell
. P incess Phones, and on and on. Phoneiand—
Chri,tmas wishes are in easy reach of all the family!
more details? Just call our business office, or ask
crhone serviceman.

LONG HAS IT BEEN since you called Charlie?
and Barbara? Or Uncle George? Don't let friendor the family drift apart. Just pick up the phone
ve a friendly visit by Long Distance. It's such a nice

be a thoughtful, popular person.

ICA IS STILL GROWING! There are many reaor us to have confidence in our country, and not the
of these is the remarkable record our industries
chieved. Since 1900, our gross national product has
s.:Li at the average rate of 3% per year, from $79
at the turn of the century, to $503 billion in 1960.
gross national product will be-.rapidly approaching
1 trillion mark by 1975—another good reason for

eu.e, in a growing America.

Brewer WSCS
Holds Prograni On
"World Churches"
The WSCS of the Brewers
Methodist church held its regular
monthly meeting Thursday
night. Nov 16, at the church.
The title of the program was
"World Council of Churches."
Those taking part were Mesdames Orville Easley, Leemon
Downing, Homer Chester, Carl
Wade Chester, Hal perry, and
Bill Perry.
Mrs. Bob T. Long, seretary of
student work in this ditriet. and
Mrs. P. E. Stanley, a cistrict officer, made short talk.
The decorations wert, in keeping with the program topic. _
Delicious refreshments were
served.
Those attending from Brewers
other than the ones o the program were Mesdames
Crass, Coy Copeland, and Brooks
Lyles.
Those attending from Pleasant
Grove were Mesdames Ola Park,
Clint Park, Hardin Sutherland.
Aaron 'Ivey, Wesley Stone. and
Tommy Smith; Oak Level members present were Mesdames Tom
Carper, Estil Overby, Willie
Mathis, Dillard ,Mathis, Newt
Tynes, Other Mathis, Jr., and
Lawrence Morris.
B. AND B. HOMEMAKERS
HOLD MONTHLY SESSION
The B. and B. Homemakers
Club met in monthly session Nov.
15 at the home of ,Mrs. Roy
Gregory. The lesson was on making a cotton dress and the placing of a pattern.
Club members also discussed
plans for a Christmas party and
buffet supper next Inth. Mrs.
Edgar Lowery is pnbli ty chairman for the club.

THE MARSHALL COURIER
Published Thursday of earb
week at 204 East Eleventh Street
In Benton, Ky. Bettered as second class mail 'batter May 30,
1937. at the pootoffiee at Ben.
•n, Ky., under the set of March
3, 1817.
Subscription rates--$2 per yeas
In Marshall and adjoining coun-

When bad luck hovers
over you
And rain begins to fall
There is no use in grumbling
Your heartaches may be

MTV-ENTRYIN THE LOW PRICE FIELD
IIEW LEAN BREED OF DODGE

Misfortune comes to all
of us
We all must have our
share
The thing that matters most
of all
Is how we weather care.
Forget about self-pity
This sinks yriu lower still
But prayer in place of pity
And you'll climb the hill.
Remember it is God's own
plan
To put it to a test
And he will •always help
the ones
Who try to do their best.
Be a faithful optimist,
Time makes strife disperse
For after all is said
and done
You know it could be wors2.

Mortimer M. Caplin,. U. S.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, has announced that the
service again will provide guidelines for taxpayers residing in
states with general sales tax
laws for estimating sales tax deductions for 1961.
The guidelines will take the
form of sales tax tables which
will show average amounts spent
by residents for sales taxes..
These tables are intended to
serve as guides for taxpayers
who itemize the deductions on
their Federal income tax return,
Form 1040.
"We believe this information
will make it easier for taxpayers
to fill out the portion of their
return which relates to the sales
tax deduction," Mr. Caplin said.
The sales tax tables will be
available in the respective district director's office on or about
Dec. 6, 1961.

ties: 82.50 per year elsewhere In
Mrs. Edward Ftettke and two
Kentucky; 63 per year outside of sons of Fairmont, Minn., were
Kentucky.
guests for the past three weeks
Cards of thanks. 75 cents each. of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Malcolm Heath.
Classified adyerldslog rates 19
Dents per line. Dispkay advertisMrs. Howard Matheney of
ing rates upon reqweeit.
Calvert City has been dismissed
Marshall Wyatt and Woodson from the Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah
Cross. PU1411010111.

Here now is a full-size Dodge
that will out-scat, out-save
just about anything running on
gasoline. And it's priced down
the line with Ford and Chevrolet.
Dodge Dart! An Action-Economy car that will accelerate 7
percent quicker than last year's
comparable model and do it on
5 percent less gas. We don't

think you've ever driven any- HERE'S HOW DODGE PRICES
thing like it! Handles neat and STACK UP AGAINST THE
easy.Rides level and smooth on LOWEST PRICE MODELS OF
torsion-bar suspension. The
brakes adjust themselves. The OTHER FULL-SIZE CARS
Comparison based on
fully unitized body is rustmanufacturer's suggested retail price of lowest
priced lull- six* model
proofed. You go 32,000 miles
including heater defroster. Only whitebetween grease jobs. You can't
walls, whoa/ corers and
other optional equipbeat it. Come in and drive it.
ment, 'tato and local
taxes, if any, and destination charge are extra.
The new lean breed of Dodge.

NOW ON DISPLAY AT YOUR DEPENDABLE DODGE DEALER

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
CHRISTMAS

ON WATCHES MID DI MO
Prestige Jewelry At Discount Prices

Ladies'

MOND SOLITAIRE
S59.50. Disc. $29.88

Fiery Diamond

WEDDING BAND
Reg. 8249.50. Disc. 8118.88

Dazzling

Compare our prices with others! Bring your discount catalogues with you... Or any other book! We dare anyone to

PRINCESS RING

BRIDAL SET

Reg. 819.95, Disc. S12.88

lieg. 81.750. Now $888.88

show us a price we can't match or beat!
BUY FROM ROGERS NOW AND SAVE!

Low Heels
Mcd. Heels

DISCOUNTS ON EVERY ITEM!
Matched

High Heels

WEDDING BANDS
Reg. $179.00, Now $88.88

7 Diamond

BRIDAL SET
Reg. $99.00, Now $59.88

19 Jewel
Ladies'
Terms To Suit You!

ELGIN
WATCH

Your Credit Is Good!

Reg. $59.95

Buy Now!

DISC. $39.88

Choose your jewelry gifts from
Rogers today and save many
dollars. Now is the time to layaway your Christmas JewtelrY
... Just choose your gift and
say "charge it.".. It's so easy
to shop at Rogers Jewelry!

Beautiful

BRIDAL SET

DIAMOND RING

Reg. $199.50, Disc. $78.88

Reg. $249.50, Disc. $129.88

Gents' 17 Jewel

Shock and Waterproof
DRESS WATCH

Anti-Magnetic

Reg. $39:95, Disc. $16.88

Reg. $39.95, Disc. $16.88
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Mr. and Mrs. Carmel Byers ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Henr
and son, and Mr. and Mrs. Byers on Hardin Rt. 1.
Rastus Lowery were Sunday dinSubscribe for The Courier.

Fairdealing Church of Christ. I relatives are invited to attend.
Only out-of-town invitations
Subscribe for The Courier.
are being sent. All friends and

Miss McKendree
Becomes Bride Of
Dewey Max Dick
The wedding of Miss Jerilyne
McKendree and Dewey Max Dick
was solemnized Saturday, Nov.
18, at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. Rev. R. J. BUrpoe performed the double ring cereInony at one o'clock in the
afternoon.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Brady McKendree
of Benton Route 1. The groom
is the son of Mrs. Clayton Dick,
of Concord.
Mrs. Marilyn McKendree, twin
sister of the bride, was maid of
honor. Robert Dick, brother of
the groom, served as best man.
Following the ceremony, a
supper was held at the home of
the bride's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Dick are making
their home with her parents.
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According to KRS 134415, a penalty of 6 per cent wil
be assessed all auto owners who have NOT paid tax('
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Also a lein fee and a recording fee will be assessc
against those who fail to pay by that time.

will put a glow on her face
and a sparkle in her eyes.
It should be chosen lovingly and with care. If you
plan to give her that first
diamond this Christmas let
us help you make the
choice from our special
grouping for young moderns.

A. Solitaire, white gold
B. 5-Diamond, white gold
C. Fancy 9-Diamond
D. 3-Diamond white gold
E. Solitaire, white gold
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On real estate, a 2 per cent penalty will become

Miss Frieda Lu Reed
Mr. and Mrs. Ishmael S. Reed
of Benton Rt. 5, announce the
engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter,
Frieda Lu, to James Gray Smith,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James Clifford Smith, of Hendersonville,
Tenn.
Miss Reed was graduated from

Benton High School in the class
of 1960 and is attending David
Lipscomb College in Nashville.
Mr. Smith is a graduate of
Hendersonville High School and
is attending Nashville Electrical
Apprentice School.
The wedding will take place
December 23, at 6 p.m. in the

with millions It nil' 1
ercareialsq. uAottelledam.iotr:ott.:!.1.

GEORGE LITTLE,
Sheriff of Marshall Count

FOR SALE-2 KW electric heaters, like new. Ideal for small
room or bath. Sell cheap. See or
call Marshall Wyatt. rtac.

sa)ia_sishtahosar.et.saa. dver,,.‘,.
the

SAL As&ociati-n
which is
Iopposed to the -W,
osed Thanksi7ivir
about
a 'bit

LOOK HERE

you can get the bell buys on
adding machine tape a d ribbon
at The Marshall Courier in Benton.
rtsc
I
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere thanks and appreciation to
all our friends and neighbors
for their kindness, sympathy,
and thoughtfulness shown us
during the illness and death of
our beloved mother, Mrs. Lela
Clour.
A special thanks to Dr. Miller
and Dr. Louis Myers for their
untiring efforts, also the staff of
Western Baptist Hospital for
their efforts. Those that sent
food, donors of flowers and those
that sang, Rev. Buron Richardson and Rev. Fred Thompson.
the pallbearers, and the Linn
Funeral Home.
May God bless each and every
one of you.
THE CHILDREN
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Yes - We're Going All Out With A
Christmas Bonus For You.
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11 WAYS
TO MAKE CHRISTMAS
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NOT OUR CHOICE - BUT YOUR CHOICE OF ANY MATTRESS
OR BOX SPRINGS WITH THE PURCHASE
OF ANY BETTER BED ROOM SUITE AT REGULAR PRICE!
PRICES START AT 8189.95
SLANT-NEEDLE Deluxe

149" °::;',Vs;Id'ateit'r

ASW•••
STYLE-O-MATIC* Zigzag
Only
$149" sunESais.yltueage'tegan!

YOUNG BUDGET

$7950 ',2lnye$als.y28tijar,1`.,7!
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UNHEARD OF? YES
BUT NOT AT KINNEY'S - NO REDUCTION
SALE OFFERS YOU A SAVINGS LIKE THIS!

Ian? Well they at4

Your Choice of Sealy (Except Posturopedic) Simmons-Narco
And Others
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FEATHERWEIGHT* Model
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New STYLE-MATE.
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PORTABLE CASES FROM $19.90 • CABINETS FROM
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$47.50
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VACUUM CLEANERS AND FLOOR POLISHERS $2995
START AT ONLY

'00

Throughout
The Store!
Save Always

GOLDEN GLIDE* Vacuum

$89"
FULL-POWER
Canister Cleaner

'4950 VE11..y2r.dag:teg.'.".'

, ryEl42153tudaategalr
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Let us help you choose the
model that suits your budget.
We'll arrange easy terms.
taller a small down payment

HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL YOUR SEWI 0 AND hoOR.CARE NEEDS
SINGER SEWING MACHINE-00. ht Oen* book.
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